Two-dimensional averaged images of the dynactin complex revealed by single particle analysis.
The dynactin complex interacts with dynein and numerous other proteins to provide for a wide range of subcellular transport functions. A detailed understanding of the structure and subunit organization of dynactin should yield new insights into its function. In the present study, we used single particle analysis to obtain a two-dimensional averaged image of dynactin isolated from chick embryo brains and visualized by negative stain electron microscopy (EM). Each individual image, consisting of the shoulder/sidearm and the rod, closely resembled the previously published quick-freeze deep-etch rotary-shadow electron micrographs. However, the averaged image revealed novel structural features that may have functional significance. The bulky shoulder complex has a triangular shape and is 13 nm wide and 8 nm high. The rod, with an overall length of 40 nm, consists of clearly defined lobes that are apparently grouped into three parts, the pointed-end complex, the middle segment, and the extra lobes at the barbed end. The pointed-end complex reveals the characteristic protrusions and clefts that were previously observed only in the isolated pointed-end complex. In the middle segment, the seven lobes are fitted to the helical symmetry of F-actin. A narrow but prominent gap separates the previously unidentified extra three lobes at the barbed end from the middle segment. The averaged image we obtained contrasts dramatically with the simple Arp1 polymer that was previously reported by single particle analysis of bovine brain dynactin. These apparent structural differences are probably due to the greater stability and integrity of the chick embryo brain dynactin preparation. We propose a new structural model for dynactin, based on our observations.